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History
Timeline of Events / Key Dates

TOPIC – Intrepid Explorers
Year Group 1
Images / Diagrams / Map
18/05/1991
Helen Sharman
goes into space

16/03/1966
Neil Armstrong
First goes into
space

2014/2015
Year 1 children
born

26/05/1991
Helen Sharman
Returned to
earth

24/07/1969
Neil Armstrong
returned to earth

Vocabulary & Explanation
Discovery – finding or learning something for
the first time
Explorer – someone who travels into unknown
regions
Journey – travel from one place to another
Moon – A huge ball of rock, which orbits the
earth
Orbits – A path an object takes in space
Space craft – transport which travels into
space
Transport – carrying people/animals/food etc
from one place to another

15/12/2015
Tim Peake goes
into space

Key facts & Information
March 16th 1966 went into space, landed but cut short
July 16th 1969, Neil Armstrong, Michael Collins and Edward E ‘Buzz’ Aldrin went into space
July 20th 1969 Neil Armstrong piloted lunar module to the moon’s surface, For about two and a half
hours, Armstrong and Aldrin collected samples and conducted experiments. They also took
photographs, including their own footprints.
July 24th 1969 returned
Helen Sharman Britain’s first astronaut
May 18th 1991 – Helen Sharman launched into space
Spent 8 days there (chatting to school children via amateur radio, biological experiments)
May 26th 1991 returned
December 15th 2015 Tim Peake launched into space
Many experiments, and ran marathon on a treadmill, spoke to school children via link
June 18th 2016 returned

Famous people

Neil Armstrong

18/06/2016
Tim Peake
returns

Quotes
"That's one small step for man, one giant leap for
mankind," (NA)

Helen Sharman

Tim Peake

“People are fascinated by space flight. It makes
them interested in science, gets them asking
questions and motivates them.” (HS) “Life is not a
dream it is a thing.” (TP)

What I should already know
 Space knowledge from EY’s topic
 Important things happened in the past
(before we were born) and important
things are happening in the present (now)
 Changes happen over time
 We know the story from the bible where
God created the world - Genesis

